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INTRODUCTION

The Lenoir app is an App that respect the privacy of its users.
Information about the data its users searched on net are not
stored, in order not to make its users have an uneasy mind, that
all of their activities are being watched.
Downloading Lenoir App will give you room to access more than a
million Apps and all activities you do on those Apps will not be
stored. 
Lenoir also help its members mint Noir Token just by using the
App. The token minted can be sent to their walle and can also be
converted into USDT



DISCLAIMER

WARNING! WARNING!! WARNING!!!
Lenoir or her team is not in any responsible for the result of any
possible future action(s) you are going to take. The information
contained in this white paper is for information purpose only, so
for any action you are going to take, kindly consult your
professional adviser. 
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The internet has changed and it is crying out for innovation that is
why we created LENOIR, the future of web browsing.
The privacy of Internet users is not given, because corporations,
government and organization often monitor the information of
internet users. The activities of every internet user on the
internent are being watched by the government.
Large storage of internet data is created every per day to store
internet activities of people around the world– through our social
media posts, the things we search for on google, the things we buy,
the forms we fill in and many more things we involve ourselves on
the internet with
Much of the data collected is stored in different repositories, but
third-party or fraudster tracking on popular sites has increased
drastically, and by so doing many people are having an uneasy
feeling that their everyday move is being watched.
Now most of us have nothing to fear from our governments, we
are law-abiding citizens after all. But how would you feel if you
knew your boss might potentially be able to see what you are
doing on your work computer?



LENOIR PROJECT

Lenoir app doesn't infringe on the privacy of its user. In other
words, we value and prioritize your privacy and thus, it doesn't
collect any of your browsing data.  

Enjoy a new experience with our website by navigating the
internet and at the same time make some money. With Lenoir, you
don't need to buy a separate app to mine cryptocurrency. You just
browse the web like you always do, and mint as you go. With the
Lenoir app, you will have access to more than ten million apps and
you will be able to multi-task without any problem. By default,
your settings are exclusively stored on your phone. 

With the Lenoir app, you are going to have access to over ten
million other apps. Exclusively, the Lenoir app provides its users
with the extra benefit of mining Noir coins while using the
browser app. This noir coin can as well be converted to USDT on
the app site or even send to the Metamask wallet.
Lenoir is a web browser for Windows, Mac and Linux with over 10
million apps. With Lenoir you can access the same apps as Android
and iOS from your desktop or laptop. You can also browse through
a regular browser or a regular search engine without being
tracked.



NOIR TOKEN

We plan on making our App users make some cash, by creating a
crypto token. Lenoir App users 
will be able to meet our token on the Lenoir app.     Noir Token can
be minted and converted to usdt and you can as well send it to
your metatask wallet.
Lenoir has developed a seamless browser-mining experience,
which lets you use your favourite websites like Google and
Facebook while generating precious cryptocurrency on the other
side. You don't need to download plugins or apps. Just install
Lenoir, and begin minting today.

Noir Token is built on polygon.
Contract address: 0xad009ddaec78b3371f15403c9c69da113c22f708
Total supply: 108,003
Decimal: 18



Go to Metamask APP on our website
Create a wallet if you haven't
If you have a wallet, just input your details on it
Select "Add Token" MetaMask 
Add Noir Token it

HOW TO ADD NOIR TOKEN TO YOUR METAMASK
WALLET



Road Maps

Phase - 1:
Development and Release of LENOIR Browser,
(Done, is now available to download via Microsoft
Store and Apple Store )

Phase - 2:
Release of $NOIR built on Top of polygon and
integrated inside LENOIR Browser (done)

Phase - 3: 
$USD 9.99 will be paid to download LENOIR
Browser 

Phase - 4: 
Release of LENOIR Mobile Version

Phase - 5: 
Allowing users to purchase goods and services
on LENOIR using $NOIR: example: order UBER,
paying flights tickets, booking hotels rooms.



TEAM

Ayman Elakhal founder and CEO and the lead software developer
on the iPadian team. He developed the first version of iPadian –
v0.1. Ayman is the winner of the Grand Prize Startup Weekend
competition in Rabat, Morocco, 2011. He was ranked Top
Entrepreneur in 2012 by GIST (Global Innovation through Science
and Technology), a US State Department-sponsored program that
promotes young global lT leaders and entrepreneurs.

The GIST award included a US tour with networking events and
seminars given by leading US IT entrepreneurs at MIT, Harvard,
NYC and Silicon Valley. Ayman received a BS/MS in Software and
Computer Engineering from ITS, Rabat, Morocco...



Contact Us

We aim to provide great customer service. For product inquiries,
technical support, and legal questions, here are all the ways you
can contact LENOIR.

Harju maakond, Tallinn, Lasnamäe linnaosa,
Sepapaja tn 6
Tallinn, Estonia

+372 - 5396 8585

support@lenoir.app


